
Today (Week 9 Day 1) Agenda
• Announcements
• Quick review from last week 
• Finish ML & ethics discussion / activity 
• Slides Lecture: Introduction to k-means clustering
• R Lecture: get your feet wet with k-means in R
• Next time: more detail on k-means, how to chose “k”, pros and

cons of this approach
• Homework will be assigned next class 



Quick review



Supervised learning in practice

Observe: training 
data

Infer: the process 
that generated the 
data, relationships 

in the data

Predict: use this 
information to 

predict patterns in 
'new' (or 'test') data



Unsupervised learning in practice

Observe: data
Use algorithms to 
identify patterns 

in the data

Outcomes: 
create classes 



DATA

EXPLORE

MODEL

Conclusions (with caveats)

DGP    collection    sample design     ethics     scraping    sourcing
domain     expertise    industry    bias    selection

clean     wrangle      process     visualize     patterns  
reduce features      reduce complexity    unsupervised learning

y= f(x)           prediction v. inference       selected features 
test v. training data     supervised learning 



Let’s complete our group activity from last 
time
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A little history…

James B. MacQueen
Published 1967

https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/James-B.-MacQueen/104537710


Go read the proofs!



General Motivation for K-means

• You want to learn more about groupings in your data. 
• You want your to see if your data can be easily divided

into groups that are meaningful, useful, or both.
• You want to find groupings in your data that capture the 

‘natural’ structure of your data. 
•Can be very useful to speak to colleagues and or 

researchers!



Real world cluster analysis examples
• Cancer research: for classifying patients into subgroups 

according their gene expression profile

• Biology: cluster analysis to analyze large amounts of genetic 
information to find groups of genes with similar functions

• City planning: for identifying groups of houses according to 
their type, value, and location 

• Marketing: for market segmentation, aka identifying 
subgroups of customers or users with similar profiles 



Basic Concept
• Say you are given a data set where each observed 

example has a set of features, but has no labels

•We can find groups of data in our dataset which are 
similar to one another -- what we call clusters.

• K-Means is an algorithm that takes a dataset and a 
constant, k, and returns k # of centroids (which define 
clusters of data in the dataset with data points that are 
similar to one another).



K-means Algorithm
1. Input: K and a set of points x1…..xn
2. Place centroids at random locations (“random partitioning”)
3. Minimize distance between centroids and points
4. Move centroids to ‘center’ of points (assign points to centroids)
5. Minimize distance between centroids (again)
6. Repeat until convergence

• Summary: to process the learning data, the K-means algorithm starts with 
a first group of randomly selected centroids, which are used as the 
beginning points for every cluster, and then performs iterative (repetitive) 
calculations to optimize the positions of the centroids



K-means converges

The algorithm stops creating and optimizing 
clusters when either:
•The centroids have stabilized — there is no 
change in their values because the clustering has 
been successful.
•The defined number of iterations has been 
achieved.



Side note: we are referring to ‘distance’ in 
Euclidean space





Example

• The example in the previous slide is done in 2 
dimensions with K=2
• This means it was using only 2 features from the data 

and we assumed that there were 2 clusters, or classes, 
in the data. 
•Obviously it is quite easy to see how this can become a 

bit more complicated with more features and classes! 





Summary
• Today:
• learn the basic intuition behind the k-means algorithm
• learn what it means for a k-means algorithm to converge 
• understand the meaning of K 
• how K-means ”works” in R using a demo dataset

• Next class:
• pros and cons of K-means
• How to choose K
• how k-means ‘works’ using more complex data



Related book
• Practical Guide to Cluster Analysis in R

• “Clustering is one of the important data mining methods for 
discovering knowledge in multidimensional data. The goal of 
clustering is to identify pattern or groups of similar objects within a 
data set of interest.”


